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Information 

 

Release Title: I Am Waiting No More 1973    (United Kingdom) 

From:  

AKA: Hurry Up, Or I’ll Be 30 

Release date: 1973 

Origin: USA  

Genre:  Action, Adventure, Sci-Fi, Thriller 

Disc Nos. - 1 

Certification:    12 

Duration: 1h 28m 

Region Code: 

Region: 2 

Product Code:  

MPN: 

EAN:  

UPC: 0844628090582 

Languages: English,  

Filming Locations:  

Sound mix: Dolby Digital,  

Colour:  PAL 

Aspect Ratio: 2.40:1 – 1.78:1 (original ratio) 

 ISBN:5060092900096 
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Storyline 
The film follows a Brooklyn man (John Lefkowitz) who begins to suffer a severe identity crisis as he 

is about to turn 30. As his birthday approaches, he is forced to come to terms with his lack of success 

— in business, in love, and in general. Desperate to make his life a success, he tries to commit himself 

to a serious relationship and do the things 30-year-olds are supposed to do based on the standards of 

society. Further information of this film is scarce however… 

Let me just start by saying that this low budget film made in 1973 which is a comedy and is also a bit 

of seriousness about it as well is one of my most favourite chill out films as it has a very basic 

understandable theme about it as it is about a young man named George Trapani(played by John 

Lefkowitz in his only film role) who is about to turn 30 years old and he is the oldest of 2 sons to Mr 

trapani and Mrs Trapani and his younger brother Vince(played by Ronald Anton at age 26) is still 

living at home and comes to the realisation that maybe life has passed him by and he is afraid of that 

so he decides to go out on his own rather than hang about with his usual so called friends who are not 

really his friends Petey( played by a young Danny Devito at aged 28) and Tony( played by Steve 

Inwood aged 26) or be in a loveless relationship with Flo who works as a waitress(played by Maureen 

Byrnes at age 28) He goes on his own to a bar/nightclub and meets a movie producer who turns out to 

be a sleazy adult movie producer named Mark Lossier(played by Frank P Quinn who very surprisingly 

was born in 1912 which makes him 61 years old in this film and he looks the youngest 61 ever he does 

not look a day over 30) who George introduces himself to and they chat and George then attends one 

of his auditions and a young quite attractive Woman about 22 or 23 called Jackie(played by Linda De 

Coff in one of her few movie roles) then realises that she will have to take her clothes off and declines 

and walks out of the audition as George watches on embarrassed. later George goes to a cafe and he 

sits at a table and he looks up at the waitress and he realises it is Jackie from the audition and she does 

not who he is or what he is talking about so he thinks she just does not care and he orders a coffee and 

later when he is finished and she comes back he says that it was this one time he was at something like 

that and she say's what are you talking about and he say's the audition and then she knows who he is 

and brightens up and he asks her out eventually and she seems happy to go out with him. they go out 

on 3 or 4 dates and have a good time for a while then she just suddenly goes off him and that's all she 

wrote but it really is sad as that's the way things can be but they do this film in a fun way. [quoted by 

Amazon] 

 

Cast  
John Lefkowitz as George Trapani 

Linda De Coff as Jackie Tice (as Linda DeCoff) 

Ronald Anton as Vince Trapani 

Maureen Byrnes as Flo 

Danny DeVito as Petey Willow Shields as Primrose Everdeen 

Paula Malcomson as Mrs. Everdeen 

 
Parents Guide 

 

Sex & Nudity 

None 

Violence & Gore 

Moderate 

Profanity 

Mild 

Alcohol, Drugs & Smoking 

Mild 

Fighting & Intense Scenes 

Moderate 
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